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Abstract

Pulsed plasma thrusters are low thrust propulsive
devices which have a high specific impulse at low

power. A pulsed plasma thruster is currently scheduled

to fly as an experiment on NASA's Earth Observing-1

satellite mission. The pulsed plasma thruster will be

used to replace one of the reaction wheels. As part of
the qualification testing of the thruster it is necessary to
determine the nominal thrust as a function of charge

energy. These data will be used to determine control

algorithms. Testing was first completed on a
breadboard pulsed plasma thruster to determine nominal

or primary axis thrust and associated propellant mass

consumption as a function of energy and then later to

determine if any significant off-axis thrust component
existed. On conclusion that there was a significant off-

axis thrust component with the breadboard in the
direction of the anode electrode, the test matrix was

expanded on the flight hardware to include thrust
measurements along all three orthogonal axes. Similar.

off-axis components were found with the flight unit.

Introduction

Recent advances in electronic technology and the
movement to smaller satellites has renewed interest in

the use of pulsed plasma thrusters (PPT) for small
satellite missions. As low thrust electric devices, PPTs

operate at high specific impulse across a broad power

range (5-200W). Potential uses for PPTs range from
attitude adjustment to precision positioning to orbit

raising.

A PPT is generally an ablative device that uses a

fluorocarbon polymer as propellant. A solid bar of

propellant is fed between a pair of electrodes that are
connected to opposing poles of a high voltage capacitor.

A spring forces the fuel bar against shoulders located in
the electrode faces. The shoulders hold the fuel bar a

fixed distance from the electrode ends. A spark plug is

located in the cathode electrode face in close proximity

to the-fuel bar face. The spark plug is generally two
concentric electrodes with a ceramic insulator between

the pair. As a pulsed device, the high voltage capacitor

is charged within hundreds of milliseconds to a

potential discharge energy of 5-55 Joules. By activating
the spark plug with energy on the order of tenths of

joules, a few electrons are released which allows

discharge of the main capacitor in 5-10 microseconds.

This discharge ablates the surface of the propellant,
ionizes it, and accelerates it via self-induced

electromagnetic forces.

In 1995 in order to address future NASA requirements

for propellant efficient, small impulse-bit propulsion,
NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) initiated a

technology program in pulsed plasma thrusters. The

technology was viewed as enabling for multi-spacecraft
formation flying, such as envisioned for next generation

deep space imagers. The initial goals were to identify

improvements in technologies over the past two decades
which could be injected into the 1970's vintage
TIP/NOVA _ and LES8/92 designs, and to reestablish an

industrial base for the thrusters. Successive goals seek

to dramatically improve thruster efficiency which will
open the potential for application to orbit-raising of

LEO microsatellites, and to dramatically reduce thruster

size while lowering cost. Under the first phase of the

program, NASA assembled a substantial Pulsed Plasma
Thruster development infrastructure as part of the Glenn

Research Center Electric Propulsion Testbed. It
includes facilities for PPT development testing with

micronewton-class thrust measurement capability,

multimillion pulse capacitor life test facilities, plume
contamination assessment chambers, and PPT plume

electromagnetic emission measurement facilities.
Primex Aerospace Co. was selected as the first

industrial partner and was tasked to initially build a

breadboard engine using selected new technologies and

heritage designs from earlier PPT programs, and then
tasked to design and build a protoflight thruster.

NASA's New Millenium Program, which is designed to

rapidly demonstrate new space technologies, selected

the PPT to fly on its first Earth Observing-1 satellite
(EO-1) managed by the Goddard Space Flight Center

and built by Swales Aerospace.
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TheEO-I missionis anearthobservingsatelliteon
whicha PPTwill beoperatedasanexperimentto
replacethepitchaxisreactionwheellateinthemission.
As part of this program,Primexfirst built, then
completedfunctionaland preliminaryperformance
testingof a breadboard(BB) PPT.3 Extensive
performancetestingfollowedat GRCwheredifferent
electrodeconfigurationsweretestedto determinethe
mostappropriateconfigurationfor thisapplication.4
Dataandlessonslearnedfrombuildingandtestingof
thebreadboardwerethenusedasthebasisfor the
designandconstructionofaprotoflightunit.

Duringdevelopment,a concernarosethat while
performancemeasurementsalongtheprimaryaxiswere
wellquantified,it wasnotknownif therewereoff-axis
componentsof thethrust.Thiscouldadverselyaffect
thesatellitebyapplyingunforeseentorquesandforces.
Prior to testingof the flight hardware,thrust
measurementswereconductedindividuallyalongall
threeaxesonthebreadboardPPTto determineif the
off-axiscomponentsweresignificant.As a resultof
thesedata,similartestswereperformedon theflight
hardware.After some initial verification tests at

Primex, the PPT was sent to GRC where it underwent

acceptance testing. As part of the acceptance test

program, performance tests were performed to generate
data needed to determine algorithms necessary for the

satellite control programming. Thrust and impulse bit

measurements were performed along three orthogonal
axes for each electrode pair of the PPT.

There were physical differefices between flight and

breadboard PPTs that made independent performance

measurements on both units necessary. The following
points highlight the breadboard-to-flight unit
differences that could affect off-axis thrust.

- Main capacitor position

- Electrode distance from capacitor
- Stripline configuration

- Horns or plume directors

The mechanical differences are explained more fully
under the PPT descriptions. Also, there could be

differences in the primary thrust and impulse bit due to

differences in the power processing units.

In general, it was shown in a previous study 2 that on a

pulse-to-pulse basis there are random variations in

impulse bit related to the location of the spark around

the plug circumference relative to the fuel face. This

also impacted mass consumption per pulse, specific
impulse and thruster efficiency. The impulse bit data

was found to increase as much as 20% beyond the

minimum recorded value and the specific impulse data

35% beyond the minimum value. Performance tests for

that study, were conducted on a PPT with a

semiconductor plug installed in the cathode electrode.
The plug face was milled down except at one location

to force the arc at that point, then the plug was rotated
within the cathode electrode. Mass loss measurements

and impulse bit measurements were made at each

location, which showed both were highest when the
spark was closest to the fuel face.

Performance measurements, for this study, were
conducted on a thrust stand developed at NASA GRC. 5

The thrust stand was designed to be sensitive only along
one axis, and ignore all force components perpendicular

to that axis. The thrust stand was used previously to

measure thrust and impulse bit along the axis normal to
the face of the fuel bars or in the direction of the main

body of the plume. To simplify the discussions in this

paper, a coordinate system was arbitrarily chosen that is

generic to any electrode pair. With the origin at the
center of the fuel bar face the axis normal to surface in

the direction of plume travel was referred to as the +z-

axis as shown in Figure 1. The direction toward the

anode was referred to as the +x-axis and the +y-axis
falls according to the right hand rule. The breadboard

PPT electrodes were configured to match the protoflight
hardware and both PPTs were tested for thrust and

impulse bit along the primary thrust axis Z. Both were
then mounted so that the off-axis thrust could be

measured independently in the x and y directions.

Different capacitor energy levels were investigated. As
seen in the older study and the data generated for this

study, there was a variation in measured impulse bit

from pulse to pulse. The average impulse bit was

generally calculated from a small number of pulses due

to time constraints. A statistical distribution of impulse
bit for these PPTs and this thrust stand had not been

performed, so an additional test with the BB PPT was

conducted where a large number of impulse bit pulses
were taken at a single energy level to determine the

pulse to pulse distribution.

Test Hardware

BB PPT

The BB PPT was built by Primex Aerospace as part of a

GRC development effort. The PPT was designed with
interchangeable components, so that the PPT

configuration could be modified with ease. This

allowed variation of such components as electrode
length, separation distance, and flare. The impact of

configuration changes on performance were examined

in a previous study. 4 For the tests reported in this_tudy,

the BB PPT was configured to match the flight

hardware design, and the main capacitor was changed to

¢ -
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anengineeringmodeloftheflightcapacitor.Asseenin
theFigure2,theBBPPThastwoelectrodepairswith
theprimaryz-axisinthesamedirectionasthecenterline
of the maincapacitor,but neitherpair hasa horn
extension.

EO- 1 PPT

A detailed overview description of the flight hardware,

which is pictured in Figure 3, is available in Reference

6. As seen in the figure, the PPT has two opposing
electrode pairs and the normal axis of the thrusters is

perpendicular to the centerline of the main capacitor.

The two opposing pairs are indicated as side 1 and side

2 as shown in the figure. The flight hardware has
diverging horns with a 20 ° flare to contain the near field

plume. The EO-! PPT has the same electrode spacing,

electrode length and flare as the BB PPT. Also, the

same model of semiconductor spark plug is used in both
units.

Test Description

Test Apparatus

The thrust stand was installed in a high vacuum facility
where tank pressures were typically 10 -6 torr. The

facility is a 1.5 m diameter, 4.5 m long stainless steel

tank, held at vacuum by four oil diffusion pumps. The

PPT was operated in both continuous mode, meaning
the PPT fired automatically at 1 Hz, and single pulse

mode, meaning the PPT fired only once. Continuous

mode is used to determine the effective average thrust,

T, and single pulse mode to determine the impulse bit,
Ib. Prior to and following each axis data set, the thrust

stand was calibrated to determine both the spring

constant and the natural frequency of the thrust stand.
The thrust stand utilizes a horizontal swing arm with the
PPT mounted on the end of the arm. As the PPT fires

horizontally, the tangential force causes the arm to
rotate, and a linear variable differential transformer

(LVDT) measures the deflection of the arm. A

restoring spring eventually returns the arm to its neutral

position. In continuous mode, the PPT is fired

repeatedly at a rate several times the natural frequency
of the thrust stand. As a result, impulse bits are

averaged over time and the thrust stand responds as if a

smooth continuous force were being applied. The PPT
deflects to an equilibrium position, held there by the

opposing restoring force and PPT thrust. When firing

stops the arm returns to its neutral position. For a single

pulse, the damper on the arm is deactivated and a single

pulse fired, causing the arm to oscillate back and forth
about its neutral position at the thrust stand natural

frequency. The deflection amplitude of the thrust stand

is then used to calculate the impulse bit. After a few

oscillations the damper is restored and the PPT returns
to its neutral position. The thrust stand can only

measure displacement along one axis at time, so the

PPT has to be repositioned accordingly on the stand to
measure each axis.

BB PPT

Testing conducted with the BB PPT was only
completed with one set of electrodes as the other pair

was configured differently. The BB PPT was mounted

in the tank so that the z-axis was measured parallel to

the long axis of the vacuum facility to limit wall
interactions. This required the entire thrust stand be

repositioned in the tank when switching from z-axis to

off-axis x and y components of thrust. By mounting the

PPT in three different orientations, the primary z thrust
component as shown in Figure 4, and the two off-axis

components were measured directly. Each component

was measured at four capacitor energy levels, 54, 43,

32, and 21 J. Following testing at each energy level for
the primary axis measurements only, the tank was

opened to atmosphere. That allowed the fuel bar to be

removed and the mass loss at each energy level

weighed. These data were then used for specific
impulse calculations, that in turn could be used to make

approximations of the specific impulse of the EO-I
hardware. The fuel bar could not be removed from the

protoflight EO- 1 hardware to make similar calculations.
The test sequence for each capacitor energy level in the

primary thrust direction was:

1) Four- 5 minute continuous runs at 1 Hz

2) 25 single pulses

3) Four- 5 minute continuous runs at 1 Hz

4) 25 single pulses
5) Four- 5 minute continuous runs at I Hz

6) 25 single pulses.

The test sequence was long enough to obtain a
measurable mass loss. The off-axis thrust test

sequences, which required no mass loss data, were:

1) Three - 3 minute continuous runs at 1 Hz

2) 20 single pulses

3) Three- 3 minute continuous runs at 1 Hz

at each energy level.

An additional test was performed in an effort to isolate

the effect of the z-axis thrust on the thrust stand during

off-axis component measurements. The thrust stand
was installed in the primary thrust configuration, but

the PPT z-axis was pointed straight up so the only
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measurementswerethex-andy-axiscomponentsinthe
horizontal.Thepivotaxisofthethruststandandthez-
axisofthePPTwereparallelwithin0.2° ofeachother.
Firstthex-axiscomponentwastested,followedbythe
y-axis. Thesametestsequencewasusedasfor the
previousoff-axistestsexcept30individualpulseswere
recorded.

Time constraintsmadeit infeasibleto obtaina
statisticallyviableimpulsebitdatasetateveryenergy
levelandaxisorientationof thePPT,soa singletest
alongthe primaryaxis at one energylevelwas
conducted.Dataweretakenover700individualpulses
atthe54J energylevel.Thedatawerecollectedover
threeseparatedays.The tankremainedat vacuum
throughoutthecourseoftesting.

EO- 1 PPT

The EO-I PPT hardware was initially tested over a 6

day period where one axis of each side of the thruster
was fired per day. Again, each position required that

the fired electrode pair be aimed down the long axis of

the tank, to minimize tank wall interaction and protect
the thrust stand calibration weights. The primary or z-

axis setup is shown in Figure 5. For z-axis data when

switching from side I to side 2, the PPT was

horizontally rotated 180 ° on the thrust stand arm. To
obtain the off-axis data, the thrust stand was

horizontally rotated 90 ° within the tank changing the
direction of motion for the thrust stand arm, but the PPT

was positioned to still maintain the z-axis firing down

the long tank axis. To measure data along the x-axis,

the PPT was laid flat on the arm shown in Figure 6, so

the x-z plane was horizontal. Then the PPT was turned

as shown in Figure 7 to measure data along the y-axis,

so the y-z plane was horizontal.

For each position, five different main capacitor energy

levels were tested. Each energy level corresponds to
the length of time required by the power processing unit

to charge up the main capacitor to that level. In this

case, the maximum and minimum charge durations and
three intermediate durations were tested: 920, 720, 520,

320, and 120ms corresponding to estimated energy

levels of 55.8, 43.2, 30.1, 18.7, and 6.4 J respectively.

The test sequence for each charge duration, was as
follows:

1) three 3-minute continuous runs at 1 Hz

2) 10 single pulses

3) three 3-minute continuous pulse at 1 Hz
4) 10 single pulses.

The different energy levels were tested to measure the

thrust and impulse bit as a function of charge duration

over the range of possible PPT operation.

These tests were taken prior to infant mortality test as
required under the acceptance test plan. Following the

life test performed on each side of the PPT, further
performance measurements were conducted on the

primary z-axis of each side. The concern was that the

performance may have changed since the original six

tests were conducted on a virtually "new" thruster and

as the life test had "aged" each electrode pair by
100,000 pulses.

Results and Discussion

Typical thrust stand responses are shown in Figures 8
and 9 for continuous and single pulse data, respectively.

This set was collected for a 720 msec charge duration

run with the EO-I PPT. The data depicted in Figure 8
were chosen as a representative case to show the

fluctuation in displacement with time, which was

directly related to the variation in thrust. The data were

used to calculate an averaged thrust. As seen in the
figure, the thrust stand trace started in a neutral position

until the PPT began to fire continuously. Then the

thrust stand deflected and reached an equilibrium

position, where the PPT thrust and restoring force were
in balance. When the PPT operation ceased the thrust

stand returned to its neutral position. Likewise in

Figure 9, the amplitude of each pulse train was used to
directly calculate the impulse bit for each individual

pulse, then an averaged impulse bit was calculated from

the data set. As seen in the figure, the thrust stand again

started from a neutral position. A single pulse was fired
from the PPT and the thrust stand was allowed to

oscillate about the neutral position twice before

damping was restored, resulting in the decreasing

amplitude of succeeding oscillations until the thrust

stand returned to the neutral position. The figure shows
a total of five individual pulses.

BB PPT

Figure 10 illustrates the direction of the plume

components that were found, and their relationship to

the BB PPT axes. The corresponding thrust vectors are
in the opposite directions. The z-axis thrust vector is
normal to the fuel bar surface between the active

cathode and anode electrodes. Table 1 provides the test

data for average thrust and impulse bit along the z-, x-
and y-axes. For example at the 54 joules capacitor

energy level, the thrust along z, y, and x-axes are 890,

19, and 67 ktN, respectively. Given that the all testing
was conducted at 1Hz, and thrust can be calculated
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fromtheimpulsebitmultipliedbythefrequency,there
wasverygoodconsistencybetweentheimpulsebitand
measuredthrust.Thetestindicatedthatthetotalthrust
vectorisnotparalleltothez-axis,whichisreferenced
totheelectrodes/BBPPTmechanicalaxes.InTable2,
theaveragedivergenceangleiscalculatedrelativeto
thex andy off-axisBB PPTpositions.Usingthe
examplepresentedabove,thisresultedin divergence
anglesof 1.2 and 4.3° with the y and x-axes,
respectively.Potentiallysomeof thisoff-axisthrust
couldbeduetoasmallmisalignmentbetweenthePPT
andthruststand.Fromthemasslossmeasurementsand
otherdata,thespecificimpulsefor eachenergylevel
arecalculatedas:1360seeat54J,1200secat43J,1022
secat32Jand843secat2!J.

InTable3thecalculateduncertaintiesandthepotential
variancesare listed. Uncertaintieswerecalculated
usingstandardpropagationtechniques.For thrust
uncertainty,contributionsconsideredincluded:pre-and
post-testcalibrationweights,thethruststanddeflection
duringcalibration,and averagingthe thruststand
deflectionundercontinuouspulsing.Forimpulsebit
uncertainty,thecontributionsconsideredincluded:pre-
and post-testcalibrationweights,the thruststand
deflectionduringcalibration,themeasureddeflection
duringasinglepulse,andpulsecountandtimerecorded
duringthruststandnaturalfrequencymeasurement.
Themeasuredresponsealongthey-axiswaslessthan
the uncertaintyandcouldbeconsiderednegligible.
Meanwhilethemeasuredresponsealongthex-axiswas
greaterthantheuncertaintyandtheplumewasbiased
towardsthecathodeelectrode,resultingin thex-axis
componentofthethrustvectorbeingbiasedtowardsthe
anodeelectrode.

Asmentionedpreviously,thrustis measuredwhenthe
BB PPTis firedin continuousmodeat I Hzwhilea
dampedspringforceisapplied.Afterafewpulses,the
deflectionofthethruststandarmreachesanequilibrium
position.ThedeflectionofthePPTfromitsneutralto
equilibriumpositionis usedto calculatethethrust.
HoweverasthePPTfires,thisdeflectionisnotuniform
butfluctuateswithtime. Thethrustdatapresentedin
TableI areactuallyan "averaged"valuefor that
deflection.Inanefforttoboundtheactualvariationof
thrust,themaximumrecordedsinglepointdeflection
andminimumdeflectionweremeasured.Thosevalues
aresubtractedfromeachotheranddividedby the
averagevalue foundin Table 1, establishinga
representativethrustvariation,given in Table 3.
Similarly,theimpulsebitdatavariesfromshottoshot.
Thesametechniquewasusedto definethatvariation
wherethemaximumandminimumimpulsebitswere
subtractedanddividedbytheaveragedimpulsebit.

An alternatemeansof measuringthe x and y
componentsof theoff-axisthrustwasexploredin an
attemptto verify the previousresults.Testswere
thereforeconductedwiththeBBPPTtoisolatez-axis
effectsonthruststand.TheresultsaregiveninTable4.
Themagnitudesalongthey-axiswerenegligibleand
therefore,giventheresultsfromtheearliertesting,leads
totheconclusionthatthey-axisthrustcomponentwas
nearlyzeroor toosmallto measureaccuratelyhere.
Resultsmeasuredalongthex-axiswerealsogreater
thantheuncertaintiesasseeninprevioustesting.The
directionofthex-axisthrustcomponentwastowardthe
anodeelectrode.Theseresults,thoughslightlysmaller,
were on the sameorderof magnitudeas those
completedin theearliertest,leadingto theconclusion
thataPPTphenomenacausesthatcomponentandnot
thethruststand.Thecausefor thatoff-axisbiasis
unknownbutmaybecausedbythedissimilaritiesinarc
attachmentonthecathodeandanodesurfaces.

Resultsofthetesttodetermineastatisticaldistribution
ofimpulsebitareshowninFigure1I. The700impulse
bit measurementsare groupedby percentageat
increasingintervalsof 15_tN-sec.As seenfromthe
figure,thebarcharthasatendencytowardsabellshape
butwithameanbeingoffsettowardthelowervalues.
Thestandarddeviationwas23_N-sec,withmeanand
medianvaluesof 947 gN-sec,thusthe standard
deviationwasabout2.5%of themeanvalue. As
comparedtotheTable3data,themaximumimpulsebit
variationoverthe700pulsestestwasabout18%as
comparedto 11%.Theagreementbetweenthemean
andmedianvaluesandsmallstandarddeviationovera
significantnumberof pulseswaspromising,but the
meanimpulsebit washigherthanthepreviousresult
recordedinTable1by6.5%.Theuncertaintyof this
impulsebitmeasurementwascalculatedatlessthan1%
andthepreviousimpulsebit measurementuncertainty
was5%at54JoulesgiveninTable3. Thisresultwas
higherthanexpected,sothethruststand,thruster,and
dataacquisitionequipmentwerecheckedtoverifythey
werefunctioningcorrectly.A finalz-axisperformance
testwasconductedtoverifythethrustandimpulsebitat
thefourenergylevels.ThoseresultsaregiveninTable
4.WhencomparedtotheresultsinTableI, at54and
43J,thesecondtestwashigherby3-5%forboththrust
andimpulsebit. Thosetwoenergylevelsalsohadthe
highestuncertaintiesduringthefirstsetof test.At the
32and21J energylevels,thethrustandimpulsebit
werenearlyidenticalbetweenTables! and4. The
largeruncertaintiesin the originalhigherenergy
performancemeasurementscouldpotentiallyexplainin
partwhytheaverageimpulsebit fromthe700pulses
testwashigherthanexpected.Howeverdue to
variationinPPTperformanceoverevenshortperiods
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oftime,alargerstatisticaldistributioncouldchangethe
biastoonesideonthedistributioncurve.

EO- 1 PPT

Numerical performance values are given in Tables 5-10.

Average thrust and impulse bit data for the primary axes

are shown in Table 5. The same information is plotted

in Figures 12 and 13. Off-axis components for the x-

and y-axes are in Table 6. As an example, the thrust

magnitudes for side 1 at an estimated capacitor energy

of 56 joules are 789, 45, and 4 gN along the z, x, and y-
axes respectively. Likewise for side 2, the thrust

magnitudes were 854, 44, and 11 gN along the z, x, and

y-axes respectively. A schematic of an end view of

each electrode pair, Figure 14, gives the direction of the
off-axis plume components relative to the fuel bar face.

Vector angles defined by the primary axis and off-axis x

component are given in Table 7. For the above
example, that results in angles of 3.3 and 2.9° for sides

! and 2, respectively. The primary axis measurement

uncertainties are given in Table 8. All data are recorded

as a function of capacitor charge duration.

Results of the primary thrust axis testing, shown in

Table 5, provide the following information: 1) side 2
performance was greater than side 1, and 2) generally

there was good agreement between thrust and impulse

bit at each energy level. The greater performance on
side 2 was felt to be a function of the difference in the

performance of the spark plugs themselves. The

reference mentioned earlier showed that the spark

breakdown location along the circumference of a single

spark plug could result in a pulse to pulse variation by
as much as 20% over the minimum recorded value.

Therefore, two plugs are not likely to behave exactly the
same. Table 9 illustrates the maximum variation in

thrust and impulse bit for each PPT side and energy

level. Side 2 thrust and impulse bit variability were
comparable to the BB PPT, while side 1 variability was

higher in several cases. A further illustration of the

variation is seen in Figure 15, which shows the strip

chart LDVT data for both sides 1 and 2 at 720 ms along
the primary axes. Side 1 varies more with time than

does side 2, which is reflected by the table. In reference

to the 700 pulse impulse bit test, the 3-sigma variation

in impulse bit was about 7% and significantly less than
variation in impulse bit given in Table 3 at the same

energy. Therefore, indicating that the 3-sigma variation

in impulse bit for the protoflight unit is likely smaller

than the extremes given in Table 9. With all tests being

conducted at a PPT frequency of 1 Hz, the thrust

magnitude and impulse bit should be the same. This

was true within the measurement uncertainties, except

for side one pre-life test run at 920 ms charge duration.
The cause of this discrepancy is unknown.

The off-axis thrust data are summarized in Table 6. For

the data along the x-axis, the plume biased towards the

cathode electrode, as shown in Figure 14. Hence, the
thrust vector was in the opposite direction towards the

anode. For the tests at thc lower charge durations, the

deflections were too insignificant to measure so no
values were recorded. The test data for these runs were

indistinguishable from thrust stand operations without
the PPT firing. The angles formed by the z-axis and x-

axis data are given in Table 7, the worst cases were 5.3 °
at 320 ms for side 1 and 3.6 ° at 520 ms for side 2. The

thrust components measured for x-axis were greater

than the uncertainties calculated for the primary axis
given in Table 8.

Y-axis thrust components were negligible except at the
highest charge durations; even data obtained at 920 ms

charge duration is less than the uncertainty for the thrust
along the primary axis given in Table 8. However, the
measurements taken were biased to one side and the

direction of the plume shown in Figure 14. Side 2

showed slightly larger off-axis components than side I,
however a slight 0.2 ° thrust axis mounting error was

thought to contribute to this, which was later corrected

when side 1 was mounted. Since the y-axis components

were negligible, thrust angles relative to the z-axis were
not calculated.

Finally, data from two additional post-life performance

tests conducted on the PPT are given in Table 10. The

results indicated slightly lower performance at various
energy levels, but the change was not consistent over a

particular side. Side 2 still had a higher performance

than side I, the agreement between the impulse bit and

thrust measurements was still good. As mentioned
previously the difference in thruster performance is

most likely related to the behavior of the spark plug,

and after the wear of 100,000 pulses a contributor to the

pre and post life test changes on each side. Data were
not taken at 120 ms charge duration due to unreliable

firing of the PPT on both sides. It has been noted in

prior breadboard testing that the minimum spark plug
breakdown voltage varies through the pulse life of the

plug since the plug energy varies proportional to main

capacitor energy. The lowest spark plug energy was not

breaking down consistently, thus neither was the main

capacitor. Tests conducted at 120 ms charge duration
prior to the life test showed no firing abnormalities. 5
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Conclusions

Off-axisperformancealong the y-axis for both the BB
and EO-I PPTs have thrust and impulse bit magnitudes

that are small in comparison to the uncertainties or too

small to measure. Along the x-axis the plume is

definitely drawn towards the cathode electrode
producing a measurable thrust component towards the

anode electrode for both PPTs. The relative position of

the capacitor with respect to the electrode pair did not
seem to influence the thrust vector since the relative

position of the capacitor axis to the electrode pairs is
90 ° different between the two PPTs. Neither did the

stripline configurations seem to cause this off-axis

component. The component may be due to how the

plume arcs across from one electrode face to the other,
but it was not determined definitively here.

The performance data collected for the EO-I hardware

shows that side 2 outperforms side 1 along the primary
axis. This result was consistent both before and after

the life test was performed on each side. The average

thrust and impulse bit are provided as a function

of capacitor charge duration. For the off-axis
measurements conducted prior to the life test, there is a

thrust component in the direction of the anode electrode

for both sides. For side 1 the angle formed by primary

axis component and the off-axis component is less than
5.3 ° . For side 2 the angle is less than 3.6 ° . The

magnitude of the off-axis thrust component that falls

parallel with faces of the electrodes along the y-axis is
less than the measurement uncertainty, so a similar

angle was not calculated. The EO-1 spacecraft attitude

control is not significantly affected by the off-axis thrust

Table I. Magnitude of Primary and Off-Axis Thrust
Chamber.

component or impulse bit differences or variations of

both PPT sides. Interface control requirements were
modified to accommodate the measurements of these

performance tests. The EO-I software parameters will

be developed using the actual protoflight thruster
characteristics.
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for the BB PPT Fired Horizontally in the Test

Energy,
Joules

54

43

Z - Axis Y- Axis X - Axis

Thrust,

[tN
890

710

Impulse Bit,

_tN-sec
888

710

Thrust,

_N
19

15

Thrust,

laN
67

Impulse Bit,

[.tN-sec
24

16

12

57

Impulse Bit,

[aN-sec
63

58

32 522 518 8 47 47

21 303 301 2 33 36

Table 2. Thrust and

Energy,
Joules

54

Impulse Bit An_les from the Primar:¢ Axis for
Y - Axis

Thrust angle,

de_rees
1.2

Impulse bit

An_le, degrees
1.5

the BB PPT.

X - Axis

Thrust angle,

degrees
4.3

Impulse bit

Angle, degrees
4.5

43 1.2 1.3 4.6 4.5

32 0.9 1.3 5.1 5.2

21 0.6 -- 6.2 6.8
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Table3. MeasurementUncertaintiesandVariationinThrustandImpulse Bit for the BB PPT, Single Point

Maximum to Minimum Value Divided by the Averaged Primary Axis Component.

Uncertainties Variation

Energy, Thrust Impulse bit Thrust Impulse bit
J % % % %

54 5.0 4.9 !4 I 1

43 3.0 2.7 7.3 1 I

32 2.3 2.2 15 16

21 2.0 3.5 16 27

Table 4. Magnitude of the Off-Axis Performance in with PPT Fired Vertically in the Test Chamber and

Final Primary Axis Performance for the BB PPT.

X - Axis Z - Axis

Energy,
J

Thrust,

]aN
55

Impulse bit,

[aN-sec
6354 922

43 42 37 723 734

32 31 34 515 519

21 23 30 303 305

Table 5. Magnitude of Primary Axis Thrust of the EO-! PPT.

Side 1 Side2

Impulse Bit,

Impulse bit,

laN-sec
937

Charge
Time, ms

920

Energy,
J

....(estm'd)

Thrust,

pN-sec

Impulse Bit,

BN-sec

55.8 789 812 854 856

720 43.2 602 602 652 663

520 30. i 408 408 465 469

320 18.7 225 226 268 266

120 6.4 59 59 65 65

Table 6. Magnitude of Off-axis Thrust of the EO- 1 PPT.

X - Axis Y - Axis

Side I Side2 Side ! Side 2

Charge Thrust,

Time, BN
ms

920 45

720 38

520 32

320 21

120 --

Impulse
Bit,

_tN-sec
41

Thrust,

_N

'a£ "

Impulse
Bit,

_N-sec
43

Thrust,

_tN
Impulse

Bit,

_tN-sec
11

Thrust,

_tN

9

Impulse
Bit,

laN-sec
12

42 34 34 -- 8 5 14

38 29 30 .... 3 12

20 16 16 ........
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Table7. MagnitudeofThrustandImpulseBitAnglesfromPrimaEyorZ - AxistoX - AxisoftheEO-1
PPT.

ChargeTime,
ms

920

Thrust angle,

degrees
3.3

Side I

Impulse bit

Angle, degrees
2.9

4.0

Thrust angle,
degrees

2.9

Side 2

Impulse bit

Angle, degrees
2.9

720 3.6 3.0 2.9

520 4.5 5.3 3.6 3.7

320 5.3 5.1 3.4 3.4

120 ........

Table 8. Thrust and Impulse Bit Uncertainties for Primary or Z - Axis Measurements for the EO-I PPT.

Side I Side 2

Charge Time, Thrust, Impulse bit, Thrust, Impulse bit,
Ms % % % %

920 2.1 2.1 1.9 2.1

720 2.4 2.3 2.0 2.3

520 2.9 2.8 2.2 2.7

320 3.3 4.4 2. I 4.0

120 3.2 16 3.0 15

Table 9. Variation in Thrust and Impulse Bit Measurements for the EO-! PPT (single point maximum to
minimum value divided by the average primary axis component).

Side 1 Side 2

Charge Time, Thrust, Impulse bit, Thrust, Impulse bit,
ms % % % %

920 19 18 9.5 13

720 22 11 1 ! 15

520 13 11 12 7.1

320 22 38 17 17

120 22 30 20 29

Table 10. Magnitude of Primary Axis or Z - Axis Performance for EO- 1 Thruster Post Life Test.

Side 1 Side2

Charge Time, ms Thrust,

btN

Impulse Bit,

laN-sec
773

Impulse Bit,

p.N-sec
859920 779 855

720 555 558 643 657

520 379 374 448 448

320 222 218 249 251

120 ............

NASA/FM--1999-209396 9



._lume

cathode_ /_ gap /:

i l an°de

Figure I. Isometric Sketch of Coordinate System for a PPT.

Fuel Feed

Fuel bar

Figure 2. NASA/Primex Breadboard PPT.

Side 2

Capacitor

Electrodes

Side I

Horn

Power Electronics

Figure 3. NASA/Primex EO- 1 Protoflight Pulsed Plasma Thruster.

L
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Figure4.NASA/PrimexBreadboardPPTonThrustStandtoMeasurePerformancealongtheZ - axis.

Figure5. NASA/PrimexEO-IThrusterMouht_cFon_'I'_rustStandforPrimaryor Z -AxisPerformance
MeasurementsofSide2.
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Figure6.NASA/PrimexEO-I ThrusterMountedonThrustStandforOff-axisPerformanceMeasurements
alongtheX - axisof Side2.

Figure7.NASA/PrimexEO-1Thruster Mounted on Thrust Stand for Off-axis Performance Measurements

along the Y - axis of Side 1.
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Figure 8. Sample Thrust Stand Data from Strip Chart Recorder Used to Calculate Thrust Taken at 720 ms
Charge Duration on Side 1 over a Period of 3 Minutes at a Pulse Rate of 1 Hz.

Neutral (zero):

Time +>>>>

Figure 9. Sample Thrust Stand Data from Strip Chart Recorder (speed 2div/min) Used to Calculate Impulse
Bit Taken at 720 ms Charge Duration on Side 1.
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electrode
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dech_ode
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component out
of page

Figure 10. Direction of Plume Components for Breadboard PPT(not to scale).
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IO

Mean = 947 pN-sec

Median = 947 laN-sec

Std. Dev. = 23 I.tN-sec

Max. = 1054 laN-sec

Min. = 891 laN-sec

Figure 11. Distribution of 700 Pulse Impulse Bit Test at 54 Joules with the BB PPT.
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Figure 12. Pre and Post Life Thrust versus Charge Time for Both Sides of the EO-1 PPT Pulsing at lHz.
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Figure 13. Pre and Post Life Impulse Bit versus Charge Time for Both Sides of the EO-i PPT.
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Figure 14. Direction of Plume for EO-1 PPT Off-axis Components(not to scale).

Time +>>>>

Figure 15. Sample Thrust Stand Data from Strip Chart Recorder (3min at 1Hz) Used to Calculate Thrust

Taken at 720 ms Charge Duration on Side 1 and Side 2 ofEO-I PPT.
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